
Country metric. Through the adroit use of applied moldings, frame-and-panel doors and applied, beaded-plywood panels, the author
created 32mm cabinets with a country-American flavor.



Hybrid Cabinet Construction
This system combines traditional looks with efficient assembly techniques

By now, most Americans know what a typi-
cal European kitchen looks like: unadorned,
monochrome surfaces separated by crisp joint
lines. Besides the streamlined appearance, Euro-
pean-style cabinets are also noted for their
accessibility and ease of cleaning. Nevertheless,
the Kitchen Cabinet Manufacturers Association
(1899 Preston White Dr., Reston, Va. 22091;
703-264-1690) reports that the market share of
plastic-laminate doors, characteristic of Euro-
pean-style cabinets, plummeted from 30% in 1980
to 19% in 1990.

To a woodworker like me who makes his best
money building European-style kitchen cabinets,
this was troubling news. I've found these cabi-
nets to be incredibly cost effective to build, even
in my one-man shop. They have no face frames
to make and install; no complex case joints
to execute; and no surface-mounted, nonad-
justable hinges or sloppy drawer slides to fight
with. Instead, modular cases, prefitted with hard-
ware, are assembled quickly and easily using
removable fasteners. The hardware, designed
specifically for the European 32mm system of
cabinetmaking, not only offers ease of instal-
lation but also allows the fit of doors and drawers
to be fine-tuned without removing and rehang-
ing the components.

When Mark and Martha Ditchfield asked me
to build them a "country" kitchen to complete
their kitchen remodel, I decided it was time to
apply the 32mm system to the creation of tradi-
tional, "American-style" cabinets. This would al-
low me to use all the nifty specialty tools and jigs
(not to mention the know-how) that I had ac-
quired over the past few years. The challenge
would be to create the look of face-frame cabi-
nets with applied moldings and end panels that
would work with the 32mm system.

Design by mail—In preparation for new cabi-
nets, the Ditchfields had gutted their old kitchen
and pantry. I drafted two copies of the kitchen's
floor plan at a scale of 1 in. to 1 ft., then sketched
plan views of the upper cabinets on one copy
and the base cabinets on the other. I located the
stove, the refrigerator, the dishwasher and the
pantry first, then filled in the blanks with cabi-
nets. Not including the pantry unit, lengths of in-
dividual carcases would range from 18 in. for a
stack of drawers to in. for the corner units,
well within my tolerances (for ease of handling, I
never build cabinet sections longer than 60 in.).

Country-style modules—The Ditchfields want-
ed their cabinets to be built of a light-colored
wood with a natural finish, so I chose maple
as the primary material. The maple would be
lacquered to allow the grain and the color to
show through.

Conforming to the 32mm system, the basic car-
cases would consist of edgebanded, seven-ply,

-in. A-3 ("A" grade on the face; "S" grade on the
back) maple plywood tops, bottoms and sides
(plywood stretchers for the tops of the base
units), butt-joined with knockdown (removable)
fasteners and backed with -in. white-vinyl faced
fiberboard (drawing facing page). I use knock-

down fasteners because they're easy to install,
strong enough to eliminate the need for rabbets
and dadoes and can be quickly removed should
the cabinets need to be dismantled and modi-
fied on the job site. Instead of displaying the plas-
tic-laminate surfaces usually associated with
32mm cabinets, the visible sides and backs of
the base units would be faced with -in. kadama
"Beaded Victoria Panels" (States Industries, P. O.
Box 7037, Eugene, Ore. 97401; 503-688-7871).
Kadama is an Indonesian hardwood that com-
plements maple in grain and color. Also avail-
able in red oak, the panels are commonly used
for wainscoting. The exposed ends of the upper

Half moons. The two blind corners in the kitchen are fitted with half-moon slide-out shelves. The
shelves swing out of the cabinets, then roll forward for easy access.

by Jim Tolpin



Drilling jig. Tolpin used his portable drill and a commercial jig to drill 5mm holes in the carcase
sides for attaching hinge plates, drawer slides and shelf clips. Photo by Patrick Cudahy.

cabinets would be faced with plain -in. A-3
maple plywood panels.

The Ditchfield's cabinets would also feature
frame-and-panel doors: solid Eastern hard-maple
frames surrounding either -in. beaded kadama
panels or double-strength glass panels embel-
lished with applied lead came (see sidebar
p. 78). Drawers would have -in. maple plywood
fronts, backs and sides fitted with in. maple
plywood bottoms and solid-maple faces. All door
frames and drawer faces would be outlined by
an applied quirk bead. An easy-to-install detail,
the applied bead would reinforce the kitchen's
country appearance.

Typical of 32mm cabinets, the doors and the
drawer faces would overlay the front edges of
the carcases, concealing the edges when closed.
However, instead of butting end-to-end in the
usual manner, the carcases would be spaced

in. apart, with the resulting gaps concealed by
solid maple pilasters. Pilasters would also be in-
stalled between the three sets of double doors,
next to the appliances and at the inside corners
of the cabinets. Finally,.horizontal top, bottom
and middle rails would be nailed to the base cab-
inets, flush with the pilasters.

The resulting facades would give the appear-
ance of doors and drawer faces flush-mounted in
conventional face frames (photo p. 74). Applied
cornice and pelmut moldings, a tiled counter-
top and ceramic pulls would complete the coun-
try-American motif.

This hybrid design would allow the use of
32mm-system hardware throughout: concealed
adjustable door hinges, bottom-mounted drawer
slides, 5mm brass shelf clips and, finally, ad-
justable legs for the base units covered by re-
movable plywood toe kicks. Amenities would in-
clude two space-conserving, half-moon lazy
susans and a countertop appliance garage en-
closed by a shop-built tambour door.

Carcase cutting—Once the Ditchfields ap-
proved my plan, the next step was to develop
cut lists for all the cabinet parts. I began by listing
on a chart all the components specific to each
unit. From this chart, it was easy to develop spe-
cific cut lists for the components in each catego-
ry. Additional charts listed the moldings and the
applied panels. I used these charts to develop
master cut lists. One list specified the total lineal
footage of solid stock that would be required in
specific widths. A second list of plywood com-
ponents was converted to graphic illustrations
of 4-ft. by 8-ft. panels layed out for optimal yield.

Armed with this information, I started cutting
parts out of a forbiddingly tall stack of plywood. I
cut most panels on a table saw fitted with an
Excalibur rip fence and extension table
(Excalibur Machine and Tool Co., 29 Passmore
Ave., Unit 6, Scarborough, Ont. MIV 3H5 Cana-
da; 800-387-9789). Parts that were too narrow to
crosscut safely against the fence (anything less
than 14 in. wide) were crosscut on a radial-arm

saw equipped with a Biesemeyer sliding stop
(Biesemeyer Mfg. Co., 216 South Alma School
Road, Suite #3, Mesa, Ariz. 85210; 800-782-1831),
carefully indexed to match the indicator on the
table-saw fence. Accurate to within in., the rip
fence and the sliding stop are easy to adjust and
eliminate the need for constant checking with a
tape measure.

With the panels cut, I hauled all the parts tar-
geted for edgebanding to a production cabinet
shop equipped with an expensive, but fast and
reliable, edgebanding machine. Edgebanding
can be done with a variety of hand-held ma-
chines, but I've found them to be excruciatingly
slow when working with a large volume of stock.
This edgebanding job cost about $100.

Drilling the cases—With the stock edgebanded
and back in the shop, I drilled -in. holes in the
bottom panels of the base units to receive stan-
dard Blum nylon "leg levelers" (Julius Blum, Inc.,
Highway 16 Lowesville, Stanley, N. C. 28164; 800-
438-6788 or, in North Carolina, 800-222-7551).
Next, I drilled a series of 5mm holes in the side
panels to provide attachment points for shelf
clips, hinge plates and drawer slides. This opera-
tion was accomplished easily with the use of a
drilling jig designed specifically for 32mm con-
struction (photo left). Made by J and R Enter-
prises, Inc. (12629 North Tatum Blvd. #431, Phoe-
nix, Ariz. 85032; 602-953-0178), the jig has two
graduated steel fences (one that bears against
the top edge of the panel and the other against
the bottom edge) linked by two brass-colored
aluminum drilling templates that rest on the face
of the panel. The templates locate the front and
rear rows of holes on the 32mm grid, which is es-
sential when drilling for drawer slides and ad-
justable shelf clips. This jig, which sells for $ 190,
comes with a 5mm brad-point drill bit fitted with
an adjustable depth-stop centering collar.

For custom cabinetmakers, there's no need to
drill all the holes on the 32mm grid. That's why I
use a device called "The Magic Wand" with my
drilling jig. It's a 1m long, clear plastic scale
(marked in inches and millimeters) with 5mm
dia. holes on 32mm centers, the same as the
drilling jig. A variety of plastic inserts snap into
these holes to represent hinge plates, drawer
slides, shelf clips and other hardware, which al-
low me to mock up any hardware configuration.
The bad news is that this product (once sold by
Blum) is no longer manufactured, although
some distributors may still carry it. An alterna-
tive is to make pencil marks on the drilling jig it-
self to indicate locations of the various hardware.

Time to finish—I cut the solid stock for the door
frames, the drawer faces and the trim slightly
oversized. After jointing the parts to final width, I
used a beading bit chucked in a table-mounted
router to shape the quirk-bead detail for the
doors, the drawer faces and the pelmut mold-
ings, then switched to a chamfering bit to shape
the edges of rails, pilasters and other moldings.

After sanding all the cabinet parts with 180-grit
sandpaper, I lacquered everything except the
drawers and the doors, which would be finished
after assembly. Interior surfaces received a coat



of sanding sealer followed by two coats of gloss
lacquer, while exterior surfaces (and later, the
doors and the drawers) received a coat of sealer
plus three coats of semigloss lacquer. I used Hy-
drocote finishing products (The Hydrocote Co.,
Inc., 77 Milltown Road, E. Brunswick, N. J. 08816;
800-2294937); they're nontoxic, nonflammable
and fast-drying and cure to a clear, durable, wa-
ter-resistant finish. Each coat was sanded with
220-grit wet/dry sandpaper, and the final coat
was buffed with 400-grit wet-dry sandpaper.

Doors and drawers—Before assembling the
carcases (which would quickly eat up limited
shop space), I tackled the doors and the drawers.
Using a -in. slotting cutter and a router table, I
cut a groove in the edge of each stile and rail for
the kadama panels. The grooves stop short of the
stile ends, so they don't show at the tops and the
bottoms of the doors. I assembled the door
frames using biscuits and yellow glue, cutting the
slots for the biscuits on a stationary biscuit joiner
(for more on biscuit joinery, see FHB #70, pp. 50-
53). Because plywood panels are dimensionally
stable, I glued the panels into their grooves.

After glue up, I used a router to round over the
door frames around the panel perimeters and to
rabbet the back sides of the nine glass-door
frames so that the glazing would fit flush with the
backs of the frames. Small plastic stops (avail-
able from the glass supplier) would later be
screwed to the frames to hold the panels in
place, allowing easy replacement should a panel
break. I scraped and sanded all the frames,
tacked on the quirk beads and rounded over the
inside edges of the frames with a router. I also
applied quirk beads around the drawer faces.

Next, I drilled holes in the back of each door
for a pair of Blum 125° clip-on cup hinges. A
Blum "Juniorpress" drilling fixture attached to
my drill press (photo top right) made it easy to
drill simultaneously a 35mm cuphole and two
8mm attachment holes for each hinge. An at-
tachment on the device allowed me to install the
hinges, too. Though the Juniorpress lists for $600,
I've found it to be a worthwhile investment.

Before assembling the drawers, I routed
grooves in the plywood sides and fronts to hold
the drawer bottoms, then used a Freud lock-miter
bit to cut the corner joints. The drawers were as-
sembled with glue and brads, then fitted with
Blum 230 bottom-mounted, self-closing drawer
slides, which attach to the bottom edges of draw-
ers for rapid installation. Drawer faces were at-
tached with Blum drawer-face adjusters, which
are plastic inserts that I install in the backs of the
faces to allow adjustment for perfect alignment.

Carcase assembly—Finally, more than 100
hours into the job, it was time to put together
some cabinets. I began by fastening the hinge
plates, the drawer slides and the leg sockets to
the appropriate carcase panels, then tacked the
carcases together with finish nails, squared them
up and screwed on the fiberboard backs. The
side panels were then secured to the tops and
the bottoms with "Confirmat" threaded-steel
knockdown fasteners (Häfele America Co., 3901
Cheyenne Dr., Archdale, N. C. 27263; 800-334-

Door hinging. A fixture attached to a drill press was used to simultaneously drill a 35mm cup hole
and two 8mm attachment holes for each door hinge, as well as to press the hinges into place. Here,
the author demonstrates the jig on a sample oak door. Photo by Patrick Cudahy.

Knockdown carcases. Instead of the usual tongue-and-groove assembly, these carcases are
butt-joined and held together with knockdown fasteners. Here, the author demonstrates the
drilling of pilot holes for the fasteners using a Häfele drilling fixture. Photo by Patrick Cudahy.



1873). Pilot holes were drilled using a "Zentrix
40 + 50mm" drilling system (also available from
Häfele) attached to my electric drill. This device
(bottom photo, previous page) sells for about
$285 and made it easy to drill perpendicular
holes the proper distance from the panel edges.

Once the carcases were assembled, I flipped
them onto their backs and, using a pneumatic
finish nailer, installed the pilasters in the double-
door openings. Then I installed the middle rails
and the plywood backing for the cornice mold-
ings. Next, I installed half-moon slide-out shelves
in both corner units and a tilt-out sink tray for
more storage. Designed for blind corners (cor-
ner spaces that don't turn the corner), the slide-
outs (photo p. 75) swing out of the cabinet, then
slide forward for easy access (Rev-A-Shelf, Inc., P.
O. Box 99585, Jeffersontown, Ky. 4026&0585; 800-
626-1126 or, in Kentucky, 502499-5835). The last
step was to install the drawers and the doors.

Installation—To prepare for installation of the
cabinets, I snapped level chalklines in. and

in. up from the high point of the floor around
the perimeter of the kitchen to indicate the tops
of the base units and the bottoms of the upper
units. I established these elevations using a reser-
voir-type water level (Price Brothers Tool Co.,
1064A Machin, Novato, Calif. 94945; 415-897-
3153), which can be operated by one person.

I installed a corner base unit first by tapping its
four adjustable legs into their sockets, sliding the
unit into position and then backing out the legs
until the top of the unit was level with the lower
chalkline. Next, I fastened a pilaster to either end
of the unit with -in. drywall screws, positioning
the pilasters so that their front edges jutted % in.
beyond the front edge of the cabinet. For each
subsequent unit, it was a simple matter to slide
the carcase against the pilasters, level it to the
chalklines and screw it to the pilasters with 2-in.
drywall screws. I continued around the kitchen
until all the base units were in place. I then fas-
tened them all to the wall studs with -in. dry-
wall screws angled through the top frames and
into the studs, using shims to fill any gaps.

The upper units were fastened to the walls with
-in. long, #10 oval-head wood screws, and to

each other (through pilasters) with drywall
screws. End and exposed back panels were at-
tached to the cabinets with drywall screws driv-
en from inside the cabinets.

I fastened the various horizontal moldings to
the cases with -in. finish nails. The toe kicks
were then cut to length and attached to the leg
levelers with plastic clips hammered into saw
kerfs along the backs of the kicks. These clips al-
low the kicks to be removed later to trace plumb-
ing leaks, exterminate pests or lay a new floor.

Once the shelves were installed, the doors and
the drawer faces adjusted and the porcelain pulls
screwed on, I filled the visible nail holes with put-
ty and snapped almond-colored plastic caps
over the visible screw heads.

Jim Tolpin is a cabinetmaker and writer in Arcata,
Calif. His book, Working at Woodworking, is avail-
able from the Taunton Press, Inc.; (800) 888-8286.
Photos by Bruce Greenlaw except where noted.

Glass and lead
Before installing the glass door
panels, I applied a grid of a self-
adhering, bronze-colored lead strip
(Decra-Led, Ltd., 2601 Portage Road,
Portage, Wisc. 53901; 608-742-8386) to
the face of each panel to create the
illusion of divided lights (photo
above). This product, which is
available in various colors, was
installed by peeling protective paper
off the back to expose an adhesive,
then pressing the strip in place with a
small rubber roller. I drew reference
lines on a piece of cardboard and
placed it under the glass to help me
align the strips before pressing them
in place. Where strips overlapped, I
used a small plastic tool (supplied
with the came) to mash them together
to mimic a solder joint. — J . T.




